
T he failed coup in Turkey last July has 
resulted in the purges of thousands of 
public officials. Government represen-

tatives are rumored to be investigating suspects’ 
links to Fethullah Gülen, a US-based Muslim 
cleric who is said to have sparked the uprising. 
The crackdown has proven excessive in many 
sectors of society, leading to the suspension of 
due process and repression of political oppo-
sition in the military, legal system, and police 
force. Yet the worst-off victim of the crackdown 
by far has been education. 

Since the purge began, the government has 
closed fifteen universities and 1,000 secondary 
schools, dismissed 27,000 Ministry of Educa-
tion staff, suspended 4,255 academics and nearly 
10,000 teachers, and asked 1,577 University 
Deans to resign. The government claims these 
are security measures designed to safeguard 
against enemies of the state. Yet the extent of 
the suspensions and the liberal beliefs of the 
targeted academics instead demonstrate an at-
tempt by President Erdogan to reform Turkey’s 
secular education system based on his religious 
vision. Such actions only confirm Western fears 
that the purge is an effort to repress political 
opposition rather than ensure national security. 

This purge is not the first time Erdogan’s 
Justice and Development Party (AKP) has tried 
to reform education. Since rising to power in 
2002, the AKP has represented a break from 
Turkey’s urban secular elites, promoting what 
the Wall Street Journal refers to as “a religious 
generation” of education by opening 57 new 
public universities in mostly rural areas. While 
the new institutions have expanded education 
for students with historically little to no op-
portunity, most are molded in the ruling party’s 
interest. Indeed, state funding has shifted away 
from private, urban universities founded in 
Atatürk secularism toward new public univer-
sities that teach Ottoman history and Islamic 
studies. More recently, Turkey has canceled the 
Fulbright and Monnet scholarships that bring 
in European and American students, replaced 
older high school principals with those younger 
and closer to the party, and replaced student 
activities with those geared towards more re-
ligious participation. Recent purge attempts 
merely indicate the latest, albeit most extreme, 
attempt to religiously reform public education. 

As the government began targeting liberal 
educators with only minimal Gülenist con-
nections, many instructors fled the country 
in anticipation of being arrested, or applied to 
positions abroad fearing censorship and perse-
cution. Students also protested against the in-
creased Islamization of education, leading to the 
arrest of 45 Middle East Tech undergraduates 
this past September. The result has been quiet 
schoolyards, widespread protests, and 200,000 
youth unsure if they will be able to complete 
their education. 

The irony is that until a public falling-out 
in 2013, Gülenist institutions aided the AKP by 
taming the influence of the military and secular 
elite by blending Islamic teachings and science. 
These schools helped open education to rural 
students traditionally shut out of exclusive uni-
versities, who largely make up Erdogan’s base. 
Yet the Council of Education (YOK) took to 
closing many of these schools in response to 
the fallout, indicating what many claim to be 
censorship. 

 A large number of these closures have hap-
pened in Southeastern Kurdish regions such as 
Diyarbakir, not only targeting liberal thinkers, 
but also the ethnic minority. The government 
claims suspects support the Kurdistan Workers’ 
Party (PKK), an extremist Kurdish separatist 
group listed as terrorists by the United States 
and European Union. However, most if not all 
Kurds are unaffiliated with the group, and are 
instead claiming unjust arrest. Without other 
universities nearby, the remaining residents, es-
pecially poor students and women, are unlikely 
to continue their education, as they cannot af-
ford to travel far from home. 

To be sure, there are many areas in which 
the Turkish government has a right to oversee 
its educational institutions. Turkey’s is a cen-

tralized education system, and the YOK is con-
stitutionally independent from the President 
and Parliament (although most members come 
from a trade union close to the AKP). Turkey’s 
representatives are democratically elected, and 
its institutions are committed to the rule of law. 
Some even claim that the purge is moderate, 
given that the Gülenists movement has proven 
dangerous to the country in the past and is a 
widely condemned movement by all of Turkey’s 
main political parties. They argue measures are 
reasonable, guaranteeing suspended academia 
two-thirds of their salary and merely asking 
rather than requiring deans to retire. 

However, the sheer size of the purge and 
the tenuous criteria on which universities are 
closed and teachers removed represent a move-
ment away from human rights and due process 
and towards nationalist censorship. In many 
cases, universities were closed if merely start-
ed through Mr. Gülen, teachers and academia 
were fired if they had an account at Bank Asya 
(a defunct lender founded by Gülenists), fac-
ulty were suspended if they signed a letter in 
support of ending regional violence with the 
PKK, and some were removed for just own-
ing a book written by Mr. Gülen. Most were 
unaware of their personal links, now stating 
they feel “unwanted” and that their opinions 
are “under threat.” 

It is clear that Gülenist sympathizers with-
in the military spurred the coup, whether or 
not Mr. Gülen himself orchestrated the affair. 
While this cult-like following has deep con-
nections in Turkish society, the purges make 
clear that investigations into the education 
sector have gone beyond those of reasonable 
suspicion. As Turkey has expanded its state of 
emergency and suspended the EU Convention 
on Human Rights, allies are rightly concerned 
about the postponement of due process and hu-
man rights. It is therefore essential that Turkey 
adhere to the democratic rule of law under its 
state of emergency. Otherwise, the stability of 
a key NATO ally, the future of migrant deals 
with the European Union, and Turkey’s role as 
a successful Islamic democracy near the Middle 
East will all be in jeopardy. •
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